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Abstract 
The voltage doubler rectifier (VDR) is designed for 

wireless power transfer (WPT) systems. This work 
featured with wide input voltage range, high voltage 
conversion ratio (VCR), and high power conversion 
efficiency (PCE) by active diodes to reduce threshold 
voltage (VT) and low voltage assist rectifier (LVAR) to 
extend working voltage range. The experimental results 
for a 0.18μm standard CMOS process with a 1.8V power 
supply voltage demonstrate that the proposed VDR can 
operate from a low voltage (0.7VAC.peak) to a high voltage 
(2VAC.peak) while maintaining high PCE. When input 
voltage is 1.2VAC.peak, the PCE is up to 84% and the VCR 
is over 1.73. When input voltage is 0.7VAC.peak, the PCE 
can maintain to 65% and the VCR is 1.34.  

 
1. Introduction  

The RF wireless power transfer (WPT) system is a 
fundamental enabling technology of the Internet of Things 
(IoT) concept, since it minimizes the use of batteries and 
eliminates wired power connections. Besides, in terms of 
health-related applications, implantable biomedical devices 
play emerging and promising roles in a variety of 
monitoring, diagnostic, therapeutic and interventional 
applications. Such devices require real-time power transfer 
in the range of 10 to 100mW [1], and as human tissue 
specific absorption rate (SAR) increases with frequency, 
inductively-coupled power links that operate at 13.56MHz 
or lower in ISM bands are commonly used [2]. 

The boost rectifier have better PCE in different peak 
alternating current (AC) input voltage [3], [4]. In other 
words, the boost rectifier have characteristic of wide input 
voltage so it has advantages for WPT application. The most 
of previous boost rectifiers adopted multistage gate cross-
coupled rectifier (MGCCR) [5]. Though the rectifier was 
feature high speed, low voltage, reverse current occurred 
when voltage was little higher and had narrow working 
range. To improve the performance at high voltage, the 
active voltage doubler rectifier (AVDR) was presented in 
[2]. Though the problem of high voltage was solved and the 
threshold-voltage of diodes was reduced. However, the PCE 
couldn’t be optimization. 

In this paper, the comparator-controlled power 
switches with dynamic base bias (DBB) circuit and LVAR 
with  adaptive voltage control circuit (AVCC) were used to 
design a voltage doubler rectifier to achieve better PCE 
under various input voltages. 
 

2. Proposed Voltage Doubler Rectifier 
The proposed voltage doubler rectifier (VDR) consists 

of comparator-controlled power switches with dynamic 
base bias (DBB) circuit and the low voltage assist rectifier 
(LVAR), as shown in Fig. 1. In the VDR unit, the four active 
diodes were used to replace diodes so that the rectifier could 
work at a lower VAC.Peak. The active-rectifier suffered from 
reverse current caused by the comparators that turned off 
the power switches with delay. Therefore,  the unbalanced-
based comparators were used to set an artificial input offset 
voltage to compensate for the delay and to turn the power 
switches on and off properly [2]. In high voltage operation, 
there were two steps in this work without LVAR, charging 
and boosting. When VAC+ was high and VAC- was low, the 
capacitor CF1 was charged to VAC.peak. Meanwhile, the 
capacitor CF2 is boosting the output voltage to 2 V AC.peak. Though the active rectifier has better VCR and PCE, 
however, it couldn’t work well at low voltage operation. To 
improve the performance in low voltage operation, the 
rectifier with bootstrapping circuit (RBC) was used as the 
energy harvesting circuit at low voltage situation. Therefore, 
the low voltage assist rectifier (LVAR) is proposed to 
achieve high VCR and PCE at voltage operation. Figure 2 
shows the proposed LVAR with adaptive voltage control 
circuit (AVCC)  in this work. When the input voltage was 
lower than 1.2VAC.peak, the input voltage of AVCC (VIN) 
would lower than a transition voltage, the LVAR transferred 
‘high’ to power MOS (MP1 and MP3 in Fig. 1) of the active 
rectifier and the active rectifier stop working. The RBC of 
LVAR would take charge of charging and boosting the 
flying capacitances. 

 
3. Experimental Results 

The layout of the proposed VDR is shown in Fig. 3. The 
proposed VDR was design in a 0.18μm standard CMOS 
process with a 1.8V power supply voltage. Figure 4 shows 
the simulation waveforms of the proposed VDR with VOUT 
values of 0.94 and 3.68V at 0.7 and 2V VAC.Peak, respectively. 
Under the same condition of 300Ω load resistance, the 
proposed circuit was compared with AVDR [2] and 
MGCCR [5], as shown in Fig. 5. Compared with the AVDR, 
the proposed VDR achieves a better PCE in low voltage 
operation; moreover, the proposed VDR achieves a better 
PCE than MGCCR in high voltage operation. Table I shows 
the simulation and comparison results with previous works. 
The comparison indicates that the proposed VDR has a 
wider input voltage range and a better performance on PCE 
and VCR. 
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4. Conclusions 
This paper proposes a VDR, which features wide input 

voltage range, high PCE, and high VCR. Using the LVAR 
with AVCC to dynamically detect output voltage to enable 
switching to different circuit modes, thereby achieving high 
PCE. The proposed VDR has up to 84% PCE and 1.84 VCR. 
Moreover, the proposed rectifier is its ability to maintain 
high PCE in both low voltage operation (VAC.peak=0.7V) and 
high voltage operation (VAC.peak=2V). With these 
advantages, the proposed VDR is suitable for RF wireless 
power transfer systems, such as IoT and biomedical 
applications. 
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Fig. 3. Layout of the proposed voltage doubler rectifier. 

 
Fig. 2. LVAR circuit. 

 
Fig. 4. Simulation results of 0.7V AC.Peak and 2V AC.Peak input voltages. 

Fig. 1.  Proposed voltage doubler rectifier. 
 

Fig. 5. Comparison results of previous works. 
Table I. Comparison results of voltage doubler rectifiers. 

Parameter [2] [3] [4] This work 
Tech. (μm) 0.35 0.5 0.35 0.18 

Freq. (MHz) 13.56 13.56 200 13.56 
VAC.Peak (V) 1.25~2.5 0.9~2 1 0.7~2 
VOUT (V) 1.27~4 2.5~4.3 N/A 0.94~3.68 

POUT (mW) 32 3.2 <5 4.3~32.4 
VCR 1.3~1.61 <1.41 N/A 1.34~1.84 

PCE (%) 61~76 64~70 <85 65~84 
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